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allure The quality of being powerfully and mysteriously attractive or fascinating.
People for whom gold holds no allure.

attraction A place which draws visitors by providing something of interest or pleasure.
This reform has many attractions for those on the left.

attractive Having the properties of a magnet; the ability to draw or pull.
The job is attractive because of the pay.

captivate Attract and hold the interest and attention of; charm.
He was captivated by her beauty.

charm Induce into action by using one s charm.
A good luck charm.

charming
Possessing or using or characteristic of or appropriate to supernatural
powers- Shakespeare.
Charming incantations.

coax A transmission line for high-frequency signals.
Coaxing more speed from the car.

coquet Behave flirtatiously; flirt.
From the day I first met you I felt that you were coquetting with me.

deceptive Designed to deceive or mislead either deliberately or inadvertently.
The deceptive calm in the eye of the storm.

decoy Lure or entrap with or as if with a decoy.
We need a decoy to distract their attention.

delusive Inappropriate to reality or facts.
A delusive perception of opportunity for all.

engaging Charming and attractive.
An engaging frankness.

entice Attract or tempt by offering pleasure or advantage.
The treat is offered to entice the dog to eat.
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enticing Attractive or tempting; alluring.
Difficult to say no to an enticing advertisement.

fascinate
(especially of a snake) deprive (prey) of the ability to resist or escape by the
power of a gaze.
The serpent fascinates its prey.

glamorize Interpret romantically.
This new wallpaper really glamorizes the living room.

inducement A bribe.
It is claimed that she was offered an inducement to plead guilty.

ingratiating Intended to gain approval or favour; sycophantic.
With open arms and an ingratiating smile.

intrigue Form intrigues for in an underhand manner.
Henry and Louis intrigued with the local nobles.

inviting Offering the promise of an attractive or enjoyable experience.
An inviting offer.

lure
Something used to lure fish or other animals into danger so they can be
trapped or killed.
He lured me into temptation.

obsequious Attentive in an ingratiating or servile manner.
Obsequious shop assistants.

persuade
(of a situation or event) provide a sound reason for (someone) to do
something.
He did everything he could to persuade the police that he was the robber.

seduction The action of seducing someone.
She was planning a seduction.

seductive Tending to entice into a desired action or state.
A seductive voice.

tempt Try presumptuously.
How is it that ye have agreed together to tempt the Spirit of the Lord.

tempter A person who tempts others.
Satan is the great tempter of mankind.

tempting Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
A tempting repast.

woo Seek the favour, support, or custom of.
China is wooing Russia.
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